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Strategy Information

Inception date:  

Number of holdings:

Yield:

Fees:

Initial charge £0

Investec annual management charge 0.20%

Current OCF of underlying investments* 0.58%

*The total MiFID II costs for the equivalent illustrative portfolio  

shown are 0.95%.

Performance vs Benchmark

In addition to the benchmark listed, the Income Strategy can also be compared to the ARC GBP Balanced Private Client Index  

(PCI). * 28/02/2015

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Source: Investec Wealth & Investment and Standard Life Hub 30/06/2021

Bespoke Benchmark Asset Allocation

The benchmark for the portfolio reflects the strategic asset allocation (and long term objective) of your investments. The  

benchmark for the Income Strategy is detailedbelow:
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 YTD

Income (Net) 3.4% 5.9% 14.1% 10.9% 14.7% 19.0% 31.8% 35.9% 11.1% 6.0% -4.3% 13.0% 1.1% 5.9%

Income (Gross) 3.4% 6.0% 14.3% 11.5% 15.7% 20.5% 33.9% 38.8% 11.5% 6.4% -4.0% 13.4% 1.4% 6.0%

CPI + 2.5% (Gross) 2.4% 3.3% 5.1% 8.4% 13.3% 18.9% 25.0% 30.6% 4.1% 5.5% 4.6% 3.8% 3.1% 3.3%

Bespoke Benchmark 4.4% 5.8% 13.1% 11.4% 16.6% 22.4% 32.1% 40.6% 12.6% 7.0% -4.3% 14.6% 1.4% 5.8%

BoA ML Gilt 5-15 Years Medium dated Gilts 9.0%

BoA ML UK Infl Lnkd Gilt 1-10 Years Inflation linked Gilts 6.0%

BoA ML Sterling Corporate Index UK Corporate Bonds 12.5%

MSCI UK Equity IMI UK Equities 27.5%

MSCI ACWI World Index Ex UK International Equities 25.0%

MSCI UK IMI Liquid Real Estate Property 5.0%

IWI Alternatives Composite Alternative Investments 10.0%

BoE Base Rate (-0.5%) Cash 5.0%

Performance Details
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Objective

This is a discretionary managed Investec Medium risk  

Income portfolio, suitable for investors seeking a return,  

over a timeframe of at least five years, in the form of  

income rather than capital appreciation.

The mandate is typically suitable for Retail Clients able to  

bear loss of their capital in order to achieve income.
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Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  

Investec Wealth & Investment Limited is registered in England.

Registered No. 2122340. Registered Office: 30 Gresham Street, London, EC2V 7QN.

22.0% Fixed Interest

25.5% UK Equities

29.0% Overseas Equities

5.5% Property

14.5% Alternative Assets 

3.5% Cash

1 Neuberger Ber Inv Uncorrelated Strategies 8.5%

2 Artemis Income I Inc 6.5%

3 Vanguard FTSE100IdxUT A Acc GBP 6.0%

4 Threadneedle UK Eq Inc ZNI £ 6.0%

5 JPM Gbl Macro Opps C Inc 6.0%

6 L&G US Index Trust I Inc 5.5%

7 Schroder Global Cities Real Estate L Inc 5.5%

8 Royal London Utm Sterl Credt Instl Inc Z G 5.0%

9 ASI Short Duration Global Inflation-Linked Bond 

Inst S Inc

5.0%

10 Liontrust Spl Sits I Inc 5.0%

Top 10HoldingsAsset Allocation

Investment Commentary

For the first half of the year investors have enjoyed strong gains for equities as the global economy continues to 

grapple with and recover from the COVID pandemic. Businesses exposed to the re-opening theme, rather than the 

‘stay at home’ winners of 2020 have led markets higher however the fortunes of the two groups has ebbed and flowed. 

A low comparative base, supply chain bottlenecks and spikes in demand have pushed inflation to the fore. In response, 

the US Federal Reserve surprisingly shortened their time horizon for policy tightening. This led to a pullback in the 

‘reopening trade’ however in the medium term, investors’ fears of inflation becoming unanchored were assuaged. On 

the ground we continue to see positive momentum in company profitability and expect businesses to continue to 

rebound strongly as the vaccine rollout gathers pace.

Fund Manager Commentary

During the month of June, our portfolios have underperformed the benchmark with the main detraction coming from 

our equity exposure. Within our equity allocation, funds that we allocate to for their income stream have suffered on 

a relative basis due to their correlation to value as a style. A less dovish tone from the Fed, the catalyst for the 

resurgence of growth names not held within this mandate, as the more cyclical value orientated names pause for 

breath after a strong start to the year. An excellent month for Schroder Global Cities drove positive returns within the 

Property sector. Alternatives detracted from returns led by weakness within NB Uncorrelated assets.  

If you would like further information please do not hesitate to contact your local Business Development Director  

or email MPSonPlatforms@investecwin.co.uk and we will be pleased to assistyou.

Please Note

• The asset allocation and holdings are indicative and due to the timing of your investment may not fully reflect the

constituents of your own portfolio. The composition of the portfolio may also vary due to the availability of

investments across the different platforms. Please refer to your Adviser for full details.

• Indicative performance only, calculated net of management fees and fund costs. The reduced AMC and target OCF

figures were only applied from 31/03/2020 onwards, therefore past performance is net of the higher charges

incurred. Platform charges and Adviser fees should be taken intoconsideration.

• Past performance is intended as a guide only, calculated using strategies on a single platform and so may vary

dependant on your chosen platforms.

• The Bespoke benchmark constituents and allocations were amended on 31/12/2017. The benchmark returns reflect

these new allocations from 31/12/2017 only. Prior returns are based on the previousbenchmark.

• The MiFID II cost is made up of the OCF plus transaction charges and incidental costs related to fundholdings.

This document has been prepared and published by Investec Wealth & Investment. The information and opinions contained herein are based upon sources  

believed by Investec Wealth & Investment to be reliable, but which may not have been independently verified and no guarantees, representations or  warranties 

are made as to its accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose. Any opinion or estimate expressed in this publication is Investec Wealth  & 

Investment’s current opinion as of the date of this publication and is subject to change without notice. The value of investments and any income from  them is 

not guaranteed and may go down as well as up; you may get back less than the amount invested. Higher volatility investments are subject to  sudden and large 

falls in value and could result in a loss equal to the sum invested. Certain investments are not readily realisable and investors may  experience difficulty in 

realising the investments or in obtaining reliable information on the value or associated risks. Changes in rates of exchange may  have an adverse effect on 

the value, price or income of investments denominated in currencies other than Sterling. Any references to the impact of taxation are made in the context of 

current legislation and may not be valid should levels and/or bases of taxation change. Investec Wealth & Investment, its  employees or a connected company 

may trade in the investments referred to herein and may also perform investment or other banking services for any  companies. This document is not intended 

as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any investment or any other action. This material is for the  use of intended recipients only and is not 

directed at you if Investec Wealth & Investment is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or regulation in any  jurisdiction from making it available to you. This 

document is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be re-produced, redistributed or  passed to any other person or published in whole or 

in part for any purpose. Whilst every effort is made to ensure that this information is accurate, we are  reliant on data provided by a third party therefore there

may be errors or omissions that could have an effect on the collective funds charge.


